
 



 

 
 

 

People with dementia need to be understood and  
supported in their communities.  

 
You can help by becoming a Dementia Friend. 

 

 
 

What is Dementia? 
 
Dementia is not a specific 
disease. It's an overall term that 
describes a wide range of 
symptoms associated with a 
decline in memory or other 
thinking skills severe enough to 
reduce a person's ability to 
perform everyday activities. 
 
Alzheimer's disease is the most 
common type of dementia and 
accounts for 60 to 80 percent of 
cases. Other types of dementia 
include Dementia with Lewy 
Bodies, Frontotemporal, and Vascular. 
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Alzheimer’s Disease vs. Normal Aging 
 

 
Source:  
www.alz.org/10-signs-symptoms-alzheimers-dementia.asp  
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10 Early Signs and Symptoms Normal Aging 

1. Memory loss that disrupts daily life Sometimes forgetting names or 
appointments but remembering them 
later  

2. Challenges in planning or solving 
problems 

Making occasional errors when 
balancing a checkbook  

3. Difficulty completing familiar tasks 
at home, at work or at leisure  

Needing occasional help to use the 
settings on a microwave or to record a 
TV show  

4. Confusion with time or place  Confused about the day of the week but 
recalling it later  

5. Trouble understanding visual images 
and spatial relationships  

Vision changes related to cataracts  

6. New problems with words in 
speaking or writing  

Sometimes having trouble finding the 
right word  

7. Misplacing things and losing the 
ability to retrace steps 

Misplacing things from time to time and 
retracing steps to find them  

8. Decreased or poor judgment Making a bad decision once in awhile  

9. Withdrawal from work or social 
activities 

Sometimes feeling weary of work, 
family and social obligations  

10. Changes in mood and personality  
 

Developing very specific ways of doing 
things and becoming irritable when a 
routine is disrupted. 

http://www.alz.org/10-signs-symptoms-alzheimers-dementia.asp


 

Broken Sentences Worksheet 

 
Match the sentences in Column 1 to Column 2 by drawing a line from each sentence 
beginning to the corresponding sentence end. You should end up with five 
sentences that make sense and become five key messages about dementia! 
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Column 1  Column 2 

1. 
Dementia is not … 

 
A. 
…diseases of the brain. 

2. 
Dementia is caused by… 

 
B. 
…the dementia. 

3. 
Dementia is not just… 

 
C. 
… good quality of life with 
dementia. 

4. 
It is possible to have a… 

 
D. 
… about having memory 
problems. 

5. 
There’s more to the person 
than… 

 
E. 
…a normal part of aging. 



 

Bookcase Story 
 

Imagine a 70- year-old 
woman who has 
Alzheimer’s disease. Now 
imagine there is a full 
bookcase beside her. Each 
book inside the bookcase 
represents one of her skills 
or memories. 
 
On the top shelves are her 
memories of facts and her 
skill for thinking in complex 
or complicated ways.  For 
people with dementia, the 
top or outer part of the 
brain is damaged first. 
Skills like math, using 
language and keeping 
one’s behavior in check are 
in this part of the brain.  In our bookcase story, these skills are also books on the top 
shelves. 
 
When dementia rocks the woman’s bookcase, the books on the top shelf begin to 
fall out. The woman may not remember what she ate for breakfast, or that she has 
to pay for items at the drugstore or that someone came to visit her this morning.  
 
Emotions and feelings are lower down within the bookcase just like they are in the 
lower or inner part of the brain.  This is the instinct area of the brain.  Feelings like 
love, happiness, frustration and sensing respect reside here.  As dementia continues 
to rock her bookcase, the books on these lower shelves stay for a much longer time. 
 
The bookcase story helps explain different thinking skills and memories and the 
effects of dementia.  Facts and complex thinking will fall away quickly.  Emotions and 
feelings will remain longer. 
 
 

Everyday Tasks 
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Write a step-by-step instruction list to complete a task you do daily or often. Make sure 
someone reading your list could follow the instructions successfully to complete the task. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Communication Practices 

 
Consider these tips when communicating with a person with dementia. 
 
Treat the person with dignity and respect. Avoid talking past the person as if he or 
she isn’t there. 
 
Be aware of your feelings. Your tone of voice may communicate your attitude. Use 
positive, friendly facial expressions. 
 
Be patient and supportive. Let the person know that you are listening and trying to 
understand.  
 
Offer comfort and reassurance. If the person is having trouble communicating, 
reassure them that it’s okay and encourage the person to continue. 
 
Avoid criticizing or correcting. Don’t tell the person what was said was incorrect. 
Instead, listen and try to find the meaning in what is being said.  
 
Avoid arguing. If the person says something you don’t agree with, let it be. Arguing 
usually only makes things worse and often increases agitation for the person with 
dementia. 
 
Offer a guess. If the person uses the wrong word or cannot find a word, try guessing 
the right word. If you understand what the person means, finding the right word 
may not be necessary. 
 
Encourage nonverbal communication. If you don’t understand what is being said, 
ask the person to point or gesture. 
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Conversation Tips 

 
When approaching the person with dementia and starting a conversation: 
● Come from the front, identify yourself, and keep good eye contact. If the 

person isn’t standing, go down to eye level.  
● Call the person by their preferred name to get his or her attention.  
● Use short, simple phrases and repeat information as needed.  Ask one 

question at a time.  
● Speak slowly and clearly. Use a gentle and relaxed tone. 
● Patiently wait for a response while the person takes time to process what you 

said.  
 
During the conversation: 
● Provide a statement rather than ask a question. For example, say “The 

bathroom is right here,” instead of asking, “Do you need to use the 
bathroom?” 

● Avoid vague statements about something you want the person to do. Speak 
directly: “Please come here. Your lunch is ready.” Name an object or place. 
Rather than “Here it is,” say “Here is your hat.” 

● Turn negatives into positives. Instead of saying, “Don't go there,” say, “Let’s 
go here.”  

● Give visual cues. Point or touch the item you want the person to use or begin 
the task yourself. 

● Avoid quizzing statements like “Do you remember when?” 
● Try using written notes or pictures as reminders if the person is able to 

understand them. 
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Five Key Messages 

● Dementia is not a normal part of aging.  
● Dementia is caused by diseases of the brain.  
● Dementia is not just about having memory problems.  
● It is possible to have a good quality of life with dementia. 
● There’s more to the person than the dementia. 

 
Turn Your Understanding into Action 

As a Dementia Friend, I will… 

____ get in touch and stay in touch with someone I know living with dementia.  
____ be patient. 
____ be more understanding. 
____ carry out this personal action:  
 
 
 

 

Resources in Your Community 

 
 

Dementia Friends Wisconsin is a program of the Wisconsin Alzheimer’s Institute 
at the University of Wisconsin. For more information, please visit 
www.wai.wisc.edu/dementiafriendswi  
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Aging & Disability Resource Center of Central 
Wisconsin (ADRC-CW) 
www.adrc-cw.org 
Toll free: 888.486.9545 
Comprehensive information, assistance, and referrals; 
extensive knowledge of community resources; memory 
screenings; dementia support including caregiver 
support services 

Alzheimer’s Association Wisconsin Chapter 
www.alz.org/wi 
24/7 Helpline: 800.272.3900 
 
Care consultation, education, support groups, information and 
referral; Medic Alert program 

 

Adult Protective Services  
(Marathon, Lincoln, Langlade Counties) 
715-841-5160 or 855-487-3338 
Serve adults at risk for abuse, neglect, exploitation; 
referrals for evaluations and services; guardianship and 
protection placements if needed 

Adult Protective Services  
(Wood County) 
715-384-5555 
Serve adults at risk for abuse, neglect, exploitation; referrals 
for evaluations and services; guardianship and protection 
placements if needed 

Wisconsin Alzheimer’s Institute Memory Clinic 
Network 
https://wai.wisc.edu/clinic-network/ 

Wisconsin Alzheimer’s Institute Best Practice 
Guides 
https://wai.wisc.edu/best-practice-guides/ 

http://www.wai.wisc.edu/dementiafriendswi
http://www.adrc-cw.org/
http://www.alz.org/wi
https://wai.wisc.edu/clinic-network/
https://wai.wisc.edu/best-practice-guides/


 
 

Executive Director’s Report to the Board  
February 11, 2021  

Welcome to February! Since the last Board meeting, the ADRC-CW has continued to work on               
developing plans to spend carryover funding, which is six figures in the thousands of dollars and                
primarily in the Senior Nutrition Program. Other areas of focus include ongoing assessment of              
providing a COVID-19 safe work environment for employees, volunteers, and customers,           
addressing Member County Boards to garner support for the state ADRC funding reallocation             
reinvestment, educating ourselves about COVID-19 vaccine distribution and where and when           
our employees can get vaccinated.  

Carryover Funds: I am working with Nutrition Program leadership and Steve Prell to maintain              
a grasp on the amount of Aging Program carryover funds available and ensure we are following                
Board established fiscal policies. Our discussions and plans are focused on investing carryover             
funds in the purchase of Meals on Wheels cargo vans and trucks equipped with              
all-wheel/four-wheel drive. Issues that we are working through include 1) how many vehicles             
truly need to be purchased, 2) who will drive the vehicles, and 3) if we purchase vehicles for use                   
in Langlade and Lincoln counties, how we will sustain the people resources to expand meal               
program delivery services in less populated areas of the region.  

Once we conclude exactly what we need for agency vehicles, Ronda James will develop and               
advertise the RFP with local/regional newspapers to identify a vendor or vendors. We are              
targeting March or April for finalization of the RFP and submitting it to the newspapers with a                 
two-week response deadline. As required by policy and following past practice, appropriate            
financial approvals and purchases will be brought before the Finance Committee and Board for              
confirmation. 

Community Dining and Café 60: We are continuing to put the word out that we are interested                 
in establishing more Café 60s around the region and looking for a location to create a general                 
community dining site in Wausau. As shared with the Board during previous meetings,             
Marathon County does not have a community dining site that is open and welcoming to the                
general 60+ population. A good use of the carryover funding that we have available during 2021                
would be to establish Café 60 restaurants, an ethnic dining site, and a general community dining                
site. Our ultimate goal is to establish dining sites that are welcoming and accessible to people 60                 
years and older who would like to participate in socialization and education while enjoying a               
nutritious meal.  

I reached out to Marathon County Supervisor Yee Leng Xiong in an effort to work with Hmong                 
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leaders to identify the best location to establish an ethnic senior community dining site. We look                
forward to meeting with Supervisor Xiong during February to discuss proper processes and             
connections to begin working with the Hmong community.  

COVID-19 and ADRC Regional Offices: Over the past two-three weeks, the leadership team             
met with public health and the Wisconsin Department of Health Services Bureau of Aging and               
Disability Resources to learn about updates regarding COVID-19 and vaccine distribution.           
There are no clear answers to what phase ADRC employees fit into. However, as we identify                
vaccination locations that are providing vaccines to people that have direct contact with             
clients/customers, we are informing our employees.  

In line with other ADRCs, our offices currently remain closed to the public for walk-in               
appointments. In urgent situations, specialists are scheduling office appointments. Otherwise,          
appointments, consults, and long term care screens are being conducted via phone or virtually.              
Based on public health feedback, even after receiving vaccinations, everyone should continue            
social distancing, wearing masks, washing hands, and following proper disinfection practices.           
We were informed that vaccines are not YET the answer to being able to open our doors to the                   
public and going back to regular business.  

Loan Closet: In line with closing our offices to the public due to COVID-19, we               
temporarily discontinued lending out loan closet equipment at our Langlade, Lincoln,           
and Wood county regional offices. After a recent inquiry and request from the Board, we               
assessed our situation and reopened operations of the loan closet program on January 19,              
2021 at our Langlade, Lincoln, and Wood county regional offices.  

When customers call, they will be able to schedule and pick up any needed equipment               
following the social distancing protocol that we have in place. NOTE: Loan closet             
services/equipment specific to Marathon County can be received through the Good News            
Project HELP Closet by calling 715-843-5985 to schedule a pick up appointment.  

 
Additional steps taken to support staff and community: 
➢ Employees are being informed of vaccinating locations they can go and register            

for a COVID-19 vaccine. We are not keeping record of who receives the             
vaccination —we are only informing employees about options.  

➢ Employees and volunteers who work with the Senior Nutrition Program, if           
requested by the individual or vaccination clinics, are provided with letters as            
proof that they work or volunteer for the ADRC-CW and are in direct contact              
with customers or volunteers.  

➢ Letters went out to MOW’s customers to inform them about vaccination locations            
and options. 

➢ Letters went out to volunteers informing them about vaccination location options           
and where they can go and register to get the COVID-19 vaccine. We are not               
keeping record of who receives the vaccination —we are only informing           
volunteers about the options. 

➢ Emails went out to Board and Advisory Committee members, and staff and            
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partners informing them that people 65 years and older can now register to             
receive a COVID-19 vaccine. Anyone 65+ should contact their primary care           
provider to get more information.  

ADRC Reallocation Reinvestment: On February 3, 2021, I presented the ADRC Reallocation            
Reinvestment initiative to the Lincoln County Administrative and Legislative Committee. The           
vote was 6-1 to move forward with introducing the resolution to the Lincoln County Board of                
Supervisors for a final vote and hopefully to pass the resolution. Mike Rhea, Jennifer              
Cummings, and I will participate in the Lincoln County Board meeting on Tuesday, February              
16, 2021 at 9:00 am to talk about the resolution and answer questions supervisors may have.  

I am in discussions with Wood County to get the resolution in front of one of their committees                  
for approval and recommendation to present before their County Board of Supervisors. I need              
the support of our ADRC-CW Board members that represent Lincoln and Wood counties. Your              
advocacy for the ADRCs at the county board level is needed and would be greatly appreciated.                
Speaking up during your committee and county board meetings to discuss the need and              
importance for the additional state funds, could be impactful. In theory the ADRC-CW would              
receive an additional $900,000 for resource center programs/services.  

Board Packet Website Posting: After meeting with Angela Hansen, Steve Prell, and Tracey             
Baken, we developed a process to make sure the entire Board packet (excluding any information               
that identifies or potentially could identify client information) will be uploaded to the             
ADRC-CW website each Monday before the monthly ADRC-CW Board meeting takes place on             
Thursday. Minutes will be posted as a draft along with the entire packet. There will be separate                 
links for the agenda in case someone needs to download/print the document without the entire               
packet. There will also be a separate link where the final approved minutes will be posted.  

ADRC-CW Success: Organizational success depends on my success and my success depends            
on good communication and direction from the ADRC-CW Board. My third anniversary as the              
executive director with the ADRC-CW is upcoming mid-March 2021 and as I continue to move               
forward in my role, I want to be well-aligned with the Board. In order to ensure I am on the right                     
track and guiding staff in the right direction, I have the following questions.  

1. While interviewing and upon hire, I was told by Board members that it was believed that                
I could take the organization to the next level. How does the Board define the next level                 
and what types of initiatives should I be working on with the support of the Board to                 
“take the ADRC-CW to the next level?” 

2. What is the Board’s vision for the ADRC-CW? Where does the Board see the              
organization three, five and 10 years from now? 

3. I always want Board members to be ready to respond to the public or media regarding                
the organization in addition to providing me with direction that is within the             
ADRC-CW’s best interest. Beyond my monthly reports to the Board, what is the best              
way to communicate plans and current initiatives and activities of the ADRC-CW? How             
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does the Board want to be kept informed of what is going on with the ADRC-CW?  

4. What do Board members want to read in the director reports to the Board; what is                
important and captures your attention? 

5. Throughout the year, how will I know if I am on the right track to success? How do you                   
propose to provide regular feedback to ensure my success and thus organizational            
success?  

6. What further actions should I take to continue building trust and a good working              
relationship with the Board? 

7. Beyond sharing the information in my monthly board reports, do Board members who             
are county supervisors want to know specifically when I am meeting with their County              
Board and/or committees? Is this a joint directive of the ADRC-CW Board? 

Having the Board collectively come together to answer the above questions would greatly assist              
me with supporting the Board’s informational needs. Having answers to the questions also             
would considerably guide me in my desire to be successful as the executive director.  

I truly believe in the mission and enjoy the work of the ADRC-CW. In partnership with                
employees, volunteers and partners —and with ADRC-CW Board governance mutually at the            
helm, I look forward to continuing to do good work and enhancing the efforts of the ADRC-CW                 
throughout future years.  

 

Respectfully submitted by  
Jonette N. Arms, Executive Director  
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